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Derived from a Buddhist funerary text, this famous volume's timeless wisdom includes instructions for attaining enlightenment,
preparing for the process of dying, and moving through the various stages of rebirth.
Appeared on best of the year lists from The New York Times, The Guardian, and more! Winner of The Cartoonist Studio Prize for
Best Print Comic of the Year! Grass is a powerful antiwar graphic novel, telling the life story of a Korean girl named Okseon Lee
who was forced into sexual slavery for the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World War—a disputed chapter in twentiethcentury Asian history. Beginning in Lee’s childhood, Grass shows the lead-up to the war from a child’s vulnerable perspective,
detailing how one person experienced the Japanese occupation and the widespread suffering it entailed for ordinary Koreans.
Keum Suk Gendry-Kim emphasizes Lee’s strength in overcoming the many forms of adversity she experienced. Grass is painted
in a black ink that flows with lavish details of the beautiful fields and farmland of Korea and uses heavy brushwork on the somber
interiors of Lee’s memories. The cartoonist Gendry-Kim’s interviews with Lee become an integral part of Grass, forming the heart
and architecture of this powerful nonfiction graphic novel and offering a holistic view of how Lee’s wartime suffering changed her.
Grass is a landmark graphic novel that makes personal the desperate cost of war and the importance of peace.
This is the most comprehensive and up to date book about sergers available covering all skill levels from basic to expert. Although
advanced topics are covered the book is easy to navigate and understand. Many people find threading a serger to be difficult, so
an entire chapter is dedicated to threading and basic use. The book goes on to cover advanced topics such as troubleshooting,
adjustment, maintenance & repair. Covered in-depth are adjusting tension, stitches, decorative stitches, needles, feet, thread and
more. From home sergers to industrial overlock machines and coverstitch machines many of the latest machines are featured with
insights on features, capabilities and best use for each model or class of machine. Buying a serger can be frustrating and time
consuming because of the overwhelming number of features and types of machines that are available. The buying
recommendations will help you cut through the confusion and figure out what features you really need. Most people have a
love/hate relationship with their serger. Everything is great when the machine is working good but most people hate them when
frustrating problems arise. This book will empower you to eliminate the hate part of the relationship and put you in control of the
machine. In depth sections on adjusting tension and troubleshooting will help you handle most problems (and know which
problems not to tackle). Above all sergers are creative tools. If you know and understand the tools you can use them efficiently and
effectively. For sewing machines check out our top selling companion book "The Sewing Machine Master Guide" and for sewing
machine basics "The Sewing Machine Quick Guide." The Serger and Overlock Master Guide was written as both an eBook and
print book using optimized reflowable formatting for a perfect presentation on small or large devices. Everything from a basic
eBook reader or Kindle to a large screen PC or Mac is supported. Why the low price? Electronic publishing and print-on-demand is
used with distribution to more than 80 countries worldwide. The pricing reflects this new technology and distribution model.
From the book's introduction: This is not an introductory text about activated sludge. In this book, we discuss the observation,
testing, and calculation procedures that provide data about the status of the activated sludge process. In addition, we discuss in
depth how to apply this data to the business of controlling your activated sludge treatment process. Basic activated sludge
concepts are addressed in this book in the context of process evaluation and control. We focus our efforts on discussing a basic,
practical system of control for the process. The procedures discussed in this manual are equally applicable to all variations. An
operator must have information about settleability, dissolved oxygen concentration, solids concentration, effluent quality, and
clarifier sludge levels for consistent, efficient process performance of every type of activated sludge process. These procedures
are covered in detail. The procedures discussed are based on work done by E. B. Mallory in the 1930's and 40's and further
developed by Alfred W. West while he was head of the Operational Technology Branch of the Environmental Protection Agency in
the 1960's and 70's. The system, with some modifications by this author, is frequently called the "West Method" or "Sludge Quality
Method" of activated sludge process control because operational controls adjustments are based on the sludge quality existing in
your facility rather than on arbitrary values.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has become the most popular method for imaging brain function. Handbook of
Functional MRI Data Analysis provides a comprehensive and practical introduction to the methods used for fMRI data analysis.
Using minimal jargon, this book explains the concepts behind processing fMRI data, focusing on the techniques that are most
commonly used in the field. This book provides background about the methods employed by common data analysis packages
including FSL, SPM and AFNI. Some of the newest cutting-edge techniques, including pattern classification analysis, connectivity
modeling and resting state network analysis, are also discussed. Readers of this book, whether newcomers to the field or
experienced researchers, will obtain a deep and effective knowledge of how to employ fMRI analysis to ask scientific questions
and become more sophisticated users of fMRI analysis software.
This handbook offers the techniques and tactics that make Army Rangers the best soldiers in the world. These highly-trained,
easily-deployable, and widely-skilled infantrymen specialize in airborne assault, raids, recovery of personnel and equipment, and
airfield seizure, among other difficult and dangerous missions. Drawing from over two centuries of bloody lessons learned in
special operations combat, this guide gives modern soldiers the best advice possible. In straightforward language and a no-frills
style, it covers deception, stealth, communications, escape and evasion, ambush operations, perimeter defense,
counterintelligence, and much more. Handy and concise, this manual was designed so Rangers could easily carry it into the field.
Now it is the ultimate resource for anyone who wants to know how Rangers think and work.
Make your own Hash, Marijuana concentratesand other cannabis extracts Marijuana has been a controversial subject for a long
time. With 482 active components found in its glistering resinous flowers, Cannabis has tremendous medical potential and creative
and personal benefits to offer. The most common compounds found in cannabis are THC and CBD; These components have
Proven as exceptional for healing, stress relief, uplifting and other medicinal qualities for both patients and recreational users of
marijuana. Learn how to Maximize the potential of marijuana strains and take the next step! This Handbook provides you with
comprehensive and applicable knowledge You'll read everything about the process of turning your potent strains into the best
homemade THC and CBD extracts and concentrates;Learn how to do it yourself and make Hash, Cannabis oil, Rosin, BHO and
other various types of hash, cannabis oil and other cannabis extracts. Stop depending on your dispensary and produce your own
concentrates right in the comfort of your home. This efficient guide provides all the information that you; The Cannabis Enthusiast,
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Aspiring Cannaseur or Entrepreneur in the Cannabusiness needs to know about marijuana extracts and concentrates, from
traditional hash making methods to the latest trends in the Cannabis Industry; they are easy to understand, step by step methods
that will enable you to make these substances yourself! Here is a short list of what you'll learn to make; Various methods of
traditional hash Bubble Hash or Iceolator Dry sieve hash Scissor or fingerhash Critical CO2 Extracted Bubble Hash Rick Simpson
Oil Rosin Tech Butane Hash Oil or BHO (Glass, Shatter, Budder, Wax, Pull & Snap) Cannabis Oil Grab your copy today and learn
how to make these awesome concentrates yourself!
Percolation theory is the study of an idealized random medium in two or more dimensions. The emphasis of this book is upon core
mathematical material and the presentation of the shortest and most accessible proofs. Much new material appears in this second
edition including dynamic and static renormalization, strict inequalities between critical points, a sketch of the lace expansion, and
several essays on related fields and applications.
Training Circular (TC) 3-21.76 uses joint terms where applicable. Selected joint and Army terms and definitions appear in both the
glossary and the text. Terms for which TC 3-21.76 is the proponent publication (the authority) are italicized in the text and are
marked with an asterisk (*) in the glossary. Terms and definitions for which TC 3-21.76 is the proponent publication are boldfaced
in the text. For other definitions shown in the text, the term is italicized and the number of the proponent publication follows the
definition. The principal audience for TC 3-21.76 are U.S. Army Rangers and combat arms units. Commanders and staffs of Army
headquarters serving as joint task force or multinational headquarters should also refer to applicable joint or multinational doctrine
concerning the range of military operations and joint or multinational forces. Trainers and educators throughout the Army will also
use this publication.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching
grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of
reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL
students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple and
fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and
lay-flat binding for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, offering “just the facts” on English
grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach
grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the
major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation offers
comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that
Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will
help make it better.
Table of Contents Introduction Growing Olives Olive Propagation Popular Varieties Table and Mill Olives Soil Conditions Soil
Moisture Pruning Harvesting of the Fruit Olives for Taste Extracting Olive Oil Conclusion Author Bio Publisher Introduction If you
have been reading the ancient holy books, you may find references to the groves of Olives and flourishing olive trees. Olives have
long been a part of human social tradition, and they have been cultivated in gardens since time immemorial. It was believed that
olives could not flourish in lands, which were 35 miles away from the sea, because they needed a special type of climate. But that
is not really true, because you can grow an olive tree, in a place, where there is plenty of water, where the winters are mild and in
areas with Mediterranean climates. The native olive tree – Olea europaea – is considered to be a Mediterranean plant, because
after all the ancient Romans and the Greeks used olive leaves as an important symbol – especially of peace. Holding out an olive
branch meant PAX and not war. Even the gods blessed the olive tree, and allowed it to flourish on their land, making it prosperous
through the sale of olives! Archaeological surveys in Jordan on sites going back more than 5000 years have found domesticated
olives in abundance. So is it a surprise that a garden without an olive tree would be considered to be incomplete even in those
ancient days. Apart from using olives in a diet, olive oil was also used since ancient times for cooking purposes. Apart from that,
olive oil was used as a healthy massage oil by Romans, Babylonians, Egyptians, and other ancient civilizations in ancient times.
The Chromebook Classroom gives you a fast, clear road map for turning a new fleet of Chromebooks into rich learning tools for a
single classroom or an entire district! The Chromebook Classroom is the perfect companion for educators just getting started with
Chromebooks - or looking for new ways to boost their students' learning through technology.
The "one-stop" reference for authors preparing manuscripts in biblical studies and related fields.
This practical sourcebook has been specially prepared to give you an at-a-glance guide to quality video program-making on a
modest budget. Emphasis throughout is on excellence with economy; whether you are working alone or with a small multi-camera
group. The well-tried techniques detailed here will steer you through the hazards of production, helping you to avoid those
frustrating, time-wasting problems, and to create an effective video program. For many years Video Production Handbook has
helped students and program-makers in a wide range of organizations. Now in its thoroughly revised 3rd edition, Video Production
Handbook guides you step-by-step, explaining how to develop your initial program ideas, and build them into a successful working
format. It covers the techniques of persuasive camerawork, successful lighting and sound treatment, video editing...etc. You will
find straightforward up-to-the-minute guidance with your daily production problems, and a wealth of practical tips based on the
author's personal experience. In this extended edition, you will see how you can use quite modest chromakey facilities and visual
effects to create the magic of virtual reality surroundings. Gerald Millerson's internationally acclaimed writings are based on a long
and distinguished career with the BBC. His lecturing background includes TV production courses in the United States and UK. His
other books for Focal Press have become standard works in a number of languages, and include his classic course text Television
Production 13th ed, Effective TV Production 3rd ed, Video Camera Techniques 2nd ed, Lighting for TV and Film 3rd ed, Lighting
for Video 3rd ed and TV Scenic Design.
The Canon EOS 90D captivates with its fantastic equipment and has plenty cutting-edge features to offer. The team of
photographers, Kyra and Christian Sänger, introduces the conglomerate technology of this camera to you and shows you how to
optimally benefit from the EOS 90D's strengths. The authors convey their knowledge based on easily comprehensible instructions,
descriptive pictures, and realistic examples. Get to know the camera's finesse step by step. Learn about focusing in different
situations, exposure methods, and much more. With tips provided by professionals, you will achieve authentic, high-end images
and videos while enjoying your 90D to the fullest. Topics Special features of the EOS 90D Professional shooting program settings
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for every situation More control thanks to the creative auto modes Individual exposure programs Double and multiple exposures
Movies with time-lapse or HDR effects Image and movie stabilizer Things to know about system flash devices Focusing static &
action motifs High-speed continuous shootings Applying white balance Setting Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Practice-oriented use of "My
Menu" Individual button configuration Overview of the Canon software Useful accessories, lenses, cleaning, and Firmware update
Manual for Interior Souls : A Collection of Unpublished Writings by Jean Nicolas Grou, first published in 1890, is a rare manuscript,
the original residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which has been scanned
and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is to
bring long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent
damage to the original work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction, allowing a new
generation to appreciate it.
Principles of Management is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of the introductory course on management.
This is a traditional approach to management using the leading, planning, organizing, and controlling approach. Management is a
broad business discipline, and the Principles of Management course covers many management areas such as human resource
management and strategic management, as well behavioral areas such as motivation. No one individual can be an expert in all
areas of management, so an additional benefit of this text is that specialists in a variety of areas have authored individual chapters.
French Bulldog Training!Your Comprehensive Guide to Caring for, Grooming and Training Your Adorable French BulldogAre You
Ready To Learn All About French Bulldogs? If So You've Come To The Right Place...Here's A Preview Of What This French
Bulldog Book Contains... The French Bulldog "Frenchie" History The Breed Standard/li> Frenchie Personality (Must Read!) Your
French Bulldog in Every Stage How to Choose a Frenchie Puppy Frenchie Health and Maintenance Feeding Your Frenchie Puppy
Grooming Your Frenchie Training a French Bulldog in General How To House Train your French Bulldog Breeding the Pooch And
Much, Much More! Order Your Copy Now And Learn All About French Bulldogs!
July 2019 Printed in BLACK AND WHITE The Army's Weapon Systems Handbook was updated in July 2019, but is still titled
"Weapon Systems Handbook 2018." We are printing this in black and white to keep the price low. It presents many of the
acquisition programs currently fielded or in development. The U.S. Army Acquisition Corps, with its 36,000 professionals, bears a
unique responsibility for the oversight and systems management of the Army's acquisition lifecycle. With responsibility for
hundreds of acquisition programs, civilian and military professionals collectively oversee research, development and acquisition
activities totaling more than $20 billion in Fiscal Year 2016 alone. Why buy a book you can download for free? We print this so you
don't have to. We at 4th Watch Publishing are former government employees, so we know how government employees actually
use the standards. When a new standard is released, somebody has to print it, punch holes and put it in a 3-ring binder. While this
is not a big deal for a 5 or 10-page document, many DoD documents are over 400 pages and printing a large document is a timeconsuming effort. So, a person that's paid $25 an hour is spending hours simply printing out the tools needed to do the job. That's
time that could be better spent doing mission. We publish these documents so you can focus on what you are there for. It's much
more cost-effective to just order the latest version from Amazon.com. SDVOSB If there is a standard you would like published, let
us know. Our web site is usgovpub.com
Survival Guide provides bank directors and bank executives with the tools required to navigate the unique challenges faced by
bank board members.Service as a bank director may have been considered an honor in the past - but times have changed.
Today, bank directors assume more personal liability and face greater regulatory requirements than other board positions. Strong
banks are the lifeblood of a healthy, growing community. When you serve as a bank director you have an extraordinary opportunity
to contribute to the economic health of your community by helping local businesses grow and create jobs. Survival Guide provides
you with a practical roadmap for making your job as a bank director more effective and rewarding - from the day you join to the day
you depart your bank board. Every board consists of unique talents and personalities so Survival Guide is not a "cookbook". Your
board and the bank's executive management team need to determine your own "recipe" for success.
Written in plain English for Fujifilm’s outstanding X-PRO3 camera, this is EVERYTHING X-PRO3 explained in easy to understand
language! It is the Manual on Steroids and much more... In it, I assume you are a photographer, so I don’t dive in to the basics of
photography (except in an Appendix). Everything comes with clear tutorials and examples. So if you’re uncertain about anything
your X-PRO3 does, grab this book! It’s packed with clear tutorials and examples, with over 900 tips, tricks, and tweaks to help you
master photography with your X-PRO3. Get the most from your investment - Learn about the wonders of digital imaging and
improve your creative eye at the same time!
This United States Army manual, Training Circular TC 3-09.8 Fire Support and Field Artillery Certification and Qualification
Change 1 July 2020, provides the standards for implementing a Field Artillery (FA) Certification and Qualification Program which
incorporates all components of the FA System within each FA formation at Battalion (BN) and below to include the Fire Support
Elements which reside within all Brigade Combat Teams. This TC applies to all FA BNs whether in a Brigade Combat Team, Field
Artillery Brigade or separate unit. The objective of the TC is to provide the basic requirements which will result in a safe, technically
and doctrinally grounded, task oriented certification and qualification plan which trains our Teams, Crews, Cells, Sections,
Platoons, Batteries, and Battalions to provide accurate fires to supported commanders. Field Artillery System requires integrating
functions or tasks performed by the critical elements of the unit to provide timely and accurate fires. The Artillery Tables I-VI
provide the commander with a systematic means of training, certifying and qualifying sections/crews/teams that are critical to the
solution of the gunnery problem. The tables provide training from Military Occupational Specialty qualified individual tasks (Artillery
Tables I) through collective training at the FA battalion level (Artillery Tables XVIII). The FA tables provide FA leaders and Soldiers
with the "what" and "how" to train utilizing materials that are standard across the Army. This TC provides a training strategy to help
all FA units to become as accurate and responsive as possible given any condition in any environment. All FA units strive to
achieve first round fire for effect. In order to accomplish this goal an artillery unit must compensate for nonstandard conditions as
completely as time and the tactical situation permit. There are five requirements for achieving accurate first-round fire for effect.
These requirements are accurate target location and size, accurate firing unit location, accurate weapon and ammunition
information, accurate meteorological information, and accurate computational procedures. If these requirements are met, the firing
unit will be able to deliver accurate and timely fires in support of the maneuver commander. If the requirements for accurate fire
cannot be met completely, the firing unit may be required to use adjust-fire missions to engage targets. Adjust-fire missions can
result in reduced effect on the target, increased ammunition expenditure, and greater possibility that the firing unit will be detected
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by hostile target acquisition assets.
David G. Lewis explores the transformation of Russian domestic politics and foreign policy under Vladimir Putin. Using
contemporary case studies - including Russia's legal system, the annexation of Crimea and Russian policy in Syria - he critically
examines Russia's new authoritarian political ideology.
Training Circular (TC) 3-09.81, "Field Artillery Manual Cannon Gunnery," sets forth the doctrine pertaining to the employment of
artillery fires. It explains all aspects of the manual cannon gunnery problem and presents a practical application of the science of
ballistics. It includes step-by-step instructions for manually solving the gunnery problem which can be applied within the framework
of decisive action or unified land operations. It is applicable to any Army personnel at the battalion or battery responsible to
delivered field artillery fires. The principal audience for ATP 3-09.42 is all members of the Profession of Arms. This includes field
artillery Soldiers and combined arms chain of command field and company grade officers, middle-grade and senior
noncommissioned officers (NCO), and battalion and squadron command groups and staffs. This manual also provides guidance
for division and corps leaders and staffs in training for and employment of the BCT in decisive action. This publication may also be
used by other Army organizations to assist in their planning for support of battalions. This manual builds on the collective
knowledge and experience gained through recent operations, numerous exercises, and the deliberate process of informed
reasoning. It is rooted in time-tested principles and fundamentals, while accommodating new technologies and diverse threats to
national security.
Church Marketing Manual for the Digital AgeSchool Marketing e-HandbookTibetan Book of the DeadCourier Dover Publications
The most comprehensive, authoritative and widely cited reference on photovoltaic solar energy Fully revised and updated, the
Handbook of Photovoltaic Science and Engineering, Second Edition incorporates the substantial technological advances and
research developments in photovoltaics since its previous release. All topics relating to the photovoltaic (PV) industry are
discussed with contributions by distinguished international experts in the field. Significant new coverage includes: three completely
new chapters and six chapters with new authors device structures, processing, and manufacturing options for the three major thin
film PV technologies high performance approaches for multijunction, concentrator, and space applications new types of organic
polymer and dye-sensitized solar cells economic analysis of various policy options to stimulate PV growth including effect of public
and private investment Detailed treatment covers: scientific basis of the photovoltaic effect and solar cell operation the production
of solar silicon and of silicon-based solar cells and modules how choice of semiconductor materials and their production influence
costs and performance making measurements on solar cells and modules and how to relate results under standardised test
conditions to real outdoor performance photovoltaic system installation and operation of components such as inverters and
batteries. architectural applications of building-integrated PV Each chapter is structured to be partially accessible to beginners
while providing detailed information of the physics and technology for experts. Encompassing a review of past work and the
fundamentals in solar electric science, this is a leading reference and invaluable resource for all practitioners, consultants,
researchers and students in the PV industry.
Get the best results from your camera Shoot breathtaking portraits and action photos Take control of color, focus, and exposure
Shoot like a pro with your Canon dSLR Photographers who like full control over all aspects of their images use digital SLR
cameras—and the Canon EOS Rebel T8i/850D gives you that power plus the ability to shoot video in 4k resolution and edit images
right in the camera. In twelve easy-to-follow chapters, veteran photography author Julie Adair King helps you understand the
basics of photography, the tools in your camera, and proven techniques that will produce shots that even pros will envy. Inside...
Customize your camera Get a grip on technical stuff Choose the best shooting mode Solve exposure problems Manipulate image
focus Record 4k video Shoot and convert RAW photos Connect to a smartphone or tablet
Finally! Board member orientation truly simplified. Serving on a nonprofit board can be an incredibly rewarding experience for the
properly prepared board member. This book is for the generous and busy people who agree to give of their time and talents by
serving on nonprofit boards. Nonprofit boards often fail to do a good job of board member orientation for a variety of reasons. It
takes a significant amount of time and effort to plan and conduct quality board member orientation programs, and every time a
new board member arrives, it's time to do it again! Because of the challenges associated with providing quality board member
orientation, many nonprofit organizations do not do it at all, leaving their board members to wing it. This book provides help and
support to the truly great men and women serving on nonprofit boards whose service makes a positive difference in the lives of
countless people every day. This book is a concise and appropriately comprehensive guide to nonprofit board service designed
especially for new board members. It is a quick read, (about one hour), yet it addresses with accuracy the most significant
elements of board service, such as mission, responsibility, duty, risk, liability, and board meeting dynamics. Hooey Alerts! Watch
for Hooey Alerts! where the author identifies and dispels common myths and legends about nonprofit board service. There are
many sources of false or misleading information about the nonprofit board service environment. A perfect example is the often
vaguely-worded and intimidating assertion or implication that the Sarbanes-Oxley Act passed by Congress in 2002 applies to
nonprofit organizations in a manner similar to how it applies to publicly-traded companies. (It does not.) Reviews "This book is the
perfect guide for every nonprofit board member! Concise, highly informative, and loaded with nuggets of wisdom, it's a must read
that will take board members to the next level of successful board governance." -- J. Todd Chasteen, General Counsel,
Samaritan's Purse "Mike Batts has put his quarter century of advising and serving on nonprofit boards to good use in this accurate
and easy-to-read book. In addition to describing major principles of nonprofit law and governance, the book provides helpful
questions to guide board members in understanding the practical applications of the concepts discussed. While geared primarily
toward helping new board members get up to speed quickly, it should also help veteran board members discharge their
stewardship roles wisely and efficiently." -- Chuck Hartman, Associate Professor of Business Law and Accounting, Cedarville
University "This book, Board Member Orientation, is exactly what a busy volunteer board member needs. The board member's
duties are presented in a clear and concise manner from the perspective of someone who has been around many boards. With a
focus on those issues that are most common and/or most important, it is perfect for board member orientation and for quick
reference reminders for the experienced board member." -- Doug Starcher, Partner, Broad & Cassel "This book provides clear, nononsense guidance on the basic issues for new nonprofit board members. Using this book for board member orientation will
ensure your organization has communicated fundamental governance issues and will assist the board in determining risk
management strategies." -- Dan Busby, President, ECFA *********************************** The Simple Board Member Orientation
Process Using This Book: 1.Your board members read Chapters 1-9 of the book, which will provide them with insights regarding
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the key elements of nonprofit board service. 2.You provide the board members with copies of the documents described in Chapter
10 related to your organization. 3.You meet with your board members to discuss the unique attributes of your organization
following the discussion questions provided in Chapter 10. Done!
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